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Solid Surface

Walls
Facades
Furniture

Walls
Starting from the idea of having three-dimensionality in a surface that is usually ﬂat, every
custom design generates a new visual signiﬁcance to any kind of wall, without a ecting its
functionality.
The highly mineral yet lightweight material allows obtaining a ﬂawless and perfectly uniform
surface that is easier to handle, insulates sound and can achieve spectacular light e ects with
backlight and di erent thicknesses.

Facades
Playful designs using the light and shadow e ects of every moment of the day are custom
matched to any given architectural project. Textured walls, brisoleils, pergolas or lattices, there
are no limits in the creations of unique facades.
The use of Krion surfaces, speciﬁcally the snow white, since it is the most stable color, guaranties
its durability due to its resistance to UV rays and extreme environments, as well as it’s very
low maintenance feature.

Furniture and Special Interior Projects
Interior and exterior furniture thought out to deﬁne both domestic and work spaces.
Each design shows the grace of seamless curves and angles of functional objects that become
new exponents of the living areas.
The selection of Krion solid surface in the fabrication of this designs responds to the intrinsic
properties of the material: Ecological, antibacterial, resistant to ﬁre, thermoformable and
demonstrated high resistance to impact.
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The Characteristics of Product

THE NEW GENERATION
SOLID SURFACE

It is a material that is warm to the touch and similar to natural stone. It is made of two-thirds
natural minerals (ATH – aluminium trihydride) and a low percentage of high-resistance resins. This
composition gives KRION TM a number of exclusive features: it does not have any pores, it is antibacterial without any type of additive, it is hard-wearing, highly resistant and easy to repair, only
requires minimum maintenance and is easy to clean.

AN EXCLUSIVE FORMULA

It is shaped in a similar way to wood, making it possible to cut the sheets, connect them and
thermoform them to create curved sections, and can even be injection moulded to create designs
and projects that are impossible with other materials.
Seamless sections can be created, preventing liquids from being absorbed and making cleaning
and maintenance easier.

NATURE IN S P IR A T IO N

There is a wide range of colours, including a white ﬁnish that stands out for its purity and neutrality
in comparison with other similar materials.

TM

It is an ecological material, as it is 100% recyclable. All products made of KRION
reprocessed and reused in the production cycle.

can be

A WIDE VARIETY OF COLOURS

SNOW

Series

With a formula mainly made up of mineral ﬁllers and a low percentage of
top-quality acrylic resins, Snow White is a perfect choice for design projects
of all kinds. Like the other colours and formats in the KRION™ range, it
stands out for its additive-free antibacterial properties, resistance, poten
tial for thermobending, renewability and easy-to-clean surface.

1100. Snow White EAST

-
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SNOW

Series

1100. Snow White EAST

With a formula mainly made up of mineral ﬁllers and a low percentage of
top-quality acrylic resins, Snow White is a perfect choice for design projects
of all kinds. Like the other colours and formats in the KRION™ range, it
stands out for its additive-free antibacterial properties, resistance, poten
tial for thermobending, renewability and easy-to-clean surface.

COLORS Series

-

6101. Frost White

The COLORS Series comes in a wide variety of diﬀerent shades in keep
ing with the latest trends in architecture and design. In a colour spectrum
based on an exquisite choice of soft pastel shades, it is conceived to infuse
settings with warmth, luminosity and stylish elegance

6203. Senape

6501. Cream

6502. Pearl

6506. Greggio

6508. Cotto

-

-

COLORS + Series

6509. Moai

6703. Santorini Blue

6902. Light Grey

6903. Grey

6908. Scommetto

6909. Colosseo Grey

6201. Imperial Yellow

6301. Fruit

6401. Red Fire

6403. Candy

6405. Happy Red

6504. Mocha

6505. Taupe

6601. Fall Green

6701. Blue Sky

6702. Atlantic Blue

6704. Navy Blue

6901. Black Metal

6904. Bright

6905. Ash Grey

6906. Dark Grey

6907. Deep Purple

6704. Navy Blue

6901. Black Metal

4102. Extreme Light

4201. Yellow Light

4401. Pink Light

4601. Green Light

4701. Blue Light

This series stands out for the chic sophistication and discrete timeless
elegance of its colours, designed to infuse living spaces with personality.
Its subtle choice of shades is conceived to bring an attractive appeal and
restful welcoming feel to living spaces.

LIGHT

Series

In addition to all the other properties synonymous with KRION™, such as its
renewability, seamless surface and potential for thermobending, the LIGHT
Series is also translucent, allowing light to pass through it. This makes
it the perfect choice for decorative features integrating light ﬁttings, with
either straight or curved surfaces.
LIGHT Series est une ﬁnition qui possède non seulement toutes les propriétés
®
oﬀertes par KRION
, sans joints, apte au cintrage thermique… mais qui est
également translucide et laisse donc passer la lumière à travers son épaisseur.
Ce qui en fait un matériau idéal pour les décorations avec éclairage sur les
surfaces droites ou courbes.

* The appearance and colour of the models may vary slightly with regard to the originals. The described recommended uses are merely indicative, and they may be subject to future changes.
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NATURE

Series

0101. White Nature

0102. Clear Nature

0103. Day Nature

0501. Dune Nature

0502. Camel Nature

0503. Earth Nature

0504. Marﬁl Nature

0506. Taupe Nature

0507. Ebano Nature

0901. Grey Nature

0902. Ash Nature

0903. Night Nature

7501. Greggio Star

7502. Moai Star

7701. Atlantic Blue Star

7903. Deep Purple Star

8104. Calla White

8901. Crystal Black

8904. Black Mirror

8905. Blackness

This series comes in colours synonymous with nature in its purest of states.
®
It is one of the ecocycle Series, made of a high percentage of recycled
KRION™, combining an ecological design with sustainable technology to
guarantee top-quality end results.

New

0904. Pearl Nature

0905. Cosmos Nature
New

STAR

Series

New

0906. Granite Nature

New

7103. White Star

7201. Golden Star

7904. Black Star

7905. Grey Star

8101. Crystal White

8103. Iceberg White

New

The STAR LUX Series stands out for its myriad of metallic sparkles, perfect
for creating trendsetting decorative features. Through the incorporation of
new microparticles, colours have been achieved that manage to convey a
more restful feel, in combination with a spectacular eye-catching glitter
eﬀect.

ROYAL Series
The KRION™ ROYAL Series is perfect for work surfaces where the appearance and performance of natural stone are sought, combined with the added
decorative appeal of the series’ crystal particles and all the advantages
of KRION™. These include invisible joints – leading to seamless looking
upstands and rounded corners – and the creation of continuous, uniform,
repairable surfaces with antibacterial properties.

-

New

New

-

ASTEROID Series

A101. Asteroid White

A501. Asteroid Mocha

A502. Asteroid Brown

A503. Asteroid Dark

A504. Asteroid Cream

A505. Asteroid Taupe

The new models in the ASTEROID series open up a whole new world of
sensations thanks to the unique eﬀect of the particles that scud randomly
across the surface like tiny cloud puﬀs. They ﬂoat harmoniously across a
background in a selection of chic, subtle colours, speckled with tiny microparticles.
A901. Asteroid Grey

-
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ROYAL + Series

9101. Crystal White +

KRION™ ROYAL + is the most innovative series, conspicuous for the glitter
of its alternating metal and transparent particles. It-is perfect for work surfaces where the appearance and performance of natural stone are sought,
combined with all the advantages of KRION™. These include invisible joints
– leading to seamless looking upstands and rounded corners – and the
creation of continuous, uniform, repairable surfaces with antibacterial properties.

9102. Polar Stone

9103. Bright Rock

9104. White Concrete

9105. Elegant White

9106. White Copper

9506. Mocha Concrete

9507. Taupe Concrete

9508. Sand Copper

9509. Dark Copper

9903. Deep Granite

9505. Cream Concrete

-

TERRAZZO

Series

The TERRAZZO Series is a new collection by KRION™ that pays tribute to the
beauty of terrazzo tiles and, to a large extent, the skilful use of resources
that was made in mid 15th century Venice when left-over chips of marble
were mixed with a cement binder to produce a natural stone conglomerate
ﬂooring.

9904. Bright Concrete

9905. Elegant Black

9906. Black Mirror XL

9907. Grey Gold

9908. Black Gold

T101. Bianco Classico

T102. Marmo Bianco

T103. Antico Bianco

T104. Vetro

T901. Graﬁte Classico

T902. Pietra

L501.Pompei

L503. Siracusa

New

New

T903. Concrete

T904. Grigio Classico

-

OPALE Series
The new OPALE Series by KRION™ is inspired by movement and light, with
luminous deep shiny veins ﬂowing like water across its coloured surface.
The outcome is a unique harmonious design evocative of restful ocean
waters. OPALE can also be backlit since it allows some light to pass through
it, highlighting its texture and revealing further traces of its veins.

LUXURY Series
The LUXURY Series by KRION™ is a tribute to nature’s beauty in three new
colours: CARRARA DARK, BEIGE MARFIL and SNOW FALL. It combines a chic
modern natural stone ﬁnish with the outstanding performance for which
KRION™ is famous.

P101. Opale Bianco

P601. Opale Verde
New

L101. Carrara Soft

P701. Opale Blu
New

L102. Nacar

P901. Opale Grigio
New

L103. Snow Fall

New

L105. Carrara Dark
New

L505. Beige Marﬁl

L901. Segesta

L902. Erice

New

L903. Grey Cement

New
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PROPERTIES
MARKS
Noticeable slight marks after heavy use.

THERMOBENDING
High potential for thermal bending, the material can be 2-dimensionally bent
up to the minimum radius of curvature shown in the fabricator’s manual.

Slight marks after heavy use, noticeable in speciﬁc lighting conditions.

Minor marks after heavy use, slightly noticeable in speciﬁc lighting
conditions.

RESISTANCE TO UV RAYS · RÉSISTANCE UV
Colour change of over ∆E=10 in 10 years.

High potential for thermal bending, allowing for the creation of 3-dimen
sional shapes, although in the case of extreme designs, a slight whitening
might be noticeable near curved sections.

High potential for thermal bending, allowing for the creation of 3-dimen
sional shapes. Extreme designs can be made with no noticeable whitening
near curved sections.

Colour change of ∆E=5 to ∆E=10 in 10 years.

Colour change of less than ∆E=5 in 10 years.

Long-term tests, still pending completion.

TRANSLUCENCE
Colour with a higher translucence when backlit.

RECYCLED CONTENT
Colour containing some recycled material.

COLLECTIONS
KRION™ is suitable for all kind of applications due to it´s exclusives quali
ties, however it has been identiﬁed by collections the color´s adequacy re
lating an excellent behavior on three possible frequently used applications
with excellent performance and low maintenance.

Bathrooms
-

Kitchens · Work surfaces

Ventilated facades

* The appearance and colour of the models may vary slightly with regard to the originals. The described recommended uses are merely indicative, and they may be subject to future changes.
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+1(305)715 9713
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* No content of this Brochure may be used by third par es
without the explicit permission of Aspecto, LLC.

